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Basic operation of the VX21 mechanism

The VX21 mechanism has a keyway slot that accepts a small rectangular steel key which also engages a
long keyway slot in the clamp shaft. The rotational force through the hand wheel goes through the shaft
and the key and rotates the threaded collar in the mechanism. When the clamp shaft is rotated fully
counter -clockwise against the internal stop the housing is unclamped and will slide freely. When
attached to the dog block it is simply slid against the work and the clamp shaft is rotated clockwise and
an internal clutch automatically grips the clamp shaft and begins to clamp the work. The clamp force
can be varied as desired just by varying the force applied to the handle just like a screw operated vise.
The VX21 can be rotated approximately 3 turns before it stops. To unclamp rotate the handle
counter-clockwise until it stops and the dog block will be free to slide.

To further reduce the amount of force needed to clamp your work the VX21 includes a thrust bearing
which greatly reduces the friction force of the handle to the jaw. More of the force you apply goes
towards clamping and not fighting friction.

End cap & Bench Top Thickness.

The end cap should be a minimum of 1-3/4” thick. The end cap needs to be securely attached to the
bench top because the clamping force is transmitted through it to the bench top. The end cap should be
attached to the bench top with bolts or other similar fasteners and enlarged holes or slots used to allow
seasonal movement of the bench top.

The bench top can be any thickness that you like but the area where the vise mechanism operates
should be excavated to form a cavity for bench top thicknesses greater than 2-1/2”. Directions are
provided that show a split top type bench with a 4” thick top and a slab type bench with a 2” thick
top. This should provide a good starting point for your design and allow you to alter the plans to your
liking if you so desire.



Dog Block Design

The directions show plans for a traditional square dog and a dog block design that utilizes round dogs.
Either type may be used with success. You may also alter the dog block thickness if you like. If you use
3/4" round dogs the dog block thickness can be reduced to 1-1/2” thick for example. If you alter the dog
block thickness you may have to substitute in different length dog block mounting bolts for a proper fit.

Left Hand or Right Hand vise mounting

The VX21 wagon vise hardware is symmetrical and allows mounting on the left or right hand side of the
bench. You will, of course have to alter the end cap, cavity, slot and dog block for the opposite side but
the same dimensions given will apply.

Maintenance

Clamp shaft - No need for oil or wax, just keep clean using alcohol. The use of some types of oil or wax
may cause mechanism slippage.

Thrust Washers - Occasionally lubricate with a drop or two of light machine oil like sewing machine oil
or hair clipper oil. Inspect and clean annually if necessary.

VX21 mechanism - Internal grease will not break down due to usage. The grease will oxidize over time
and need to be replaced. We estimate a ten-year life on the grease but this could vary based on
environmental conditions. Grease is replaced by removing and dis-assembling the mechanism. Contact
us prior to dis-assembly.
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The above parts are included with the VX21 wagon vise hardware purchase. All parts except the
clamp shaft are packaged together in a small box. Please contact us if you find anything missing.
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#8 X 1-1/4 Wood Screw (2)

#10 X 2-1/2 Wood Screw (2)

3/32   Hex Key Wrench

#8 X 7/16  FH
Machine Screw (2)

Rear Bearing

Key
1/4  Steel Dowel Pin (2)

1/4  Washer (2)
1/4  Lock Washer (2)

1/4  X 1-3/4 Hex Bolt (2)

Key Retainer

VX21 Assembly

Shaft Collar
Thin Thrust Washer

Thick Thrust Washer

Front Bearing

Clamp Shaft



5" Dia. Round Profile Polished
Rim Metal Handwheel

6" Dia. Square Profile Turned
Rim Metal Handwheel

Wooden Hub and Handle
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Handle Options



Dog Strip

Bench Top

Front Apron

Dog Block

End Cap

Cavity
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The parts shown above are for a split top Roubo type of work bench with a 4" thick top, 1-3/4" thick
end cap with bolted connections and traditional style square bench dogs. The design can be
altered as you desire by dovetailing the end cap corner to front apron. The end cap thickness may
also be altered as desired but 1-3/4" is a practical minimum. You may also use round dog holes
instead of the traditional square dog holes.
The cavity length from the end cap will vary based on your end cap thickness and the type of
handle you choose. The dimensions on the following drawings will give you a good baseline and
you can alter the dimensions based on your particular needs.
The cavity may be cut using a router, a circular saw or using a drill to waste away the material and
then clean up with a chisel.The cavity may also be created when you glue up the laminations.  It is
important that the floor of the cavity where the rear bearing mounts be flat and to the proper
dimensions.
The dog block and dog strip are created from a laminate if you use square dogs and from solid
material if you would like to use round dogs with drilled holes. The thickness of the dog block will
have to reduced slightly relative to the dog strip to neccesitate sliding movement.
To mount the end cap using bolts, 3/8" diameter will suffice. Counterbore the holes in the end cap
to accept the washer size for your particular bolt. The bolts can can be installed into cross dowels
for a secure hold.



A

B

A

C

CAVITY LENGTH (A), SLOT LENGTH (B) & MAX. DOG HOLE SPACING (C)

OPTION* A B C
5" ROUND PROFILE

HANDWHEEL 17-5/16" 16-1/8" 11-1/4"
6" SQUARE PROFILE

HANDWHEEL 17-1/8" 15-15/16" 11-1/16"
WOODEN HUB & HANDLE 16-5/8" 15-7/16" 10-9/16"
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* All options shown are with a 1-3/4" thick end cap - adjust for thicker end cap.

The slot length (B) shown below is a maximum dimension. This dimension
may be decreased if desired. If the slot length is decreased the maximum
dog hole spacing (C) must be decreased by a like amount. The maximum dog
hole spacing dimension ensures that all workpiece dimensions can be
accomodated between the dogs. This dimension may be smaller
than the maximum if desired.
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Ref. Ref.

1/8  Dia. Drill 1" Deep X2

 1-1/8 Dia. Drill Through

Drill & Counter-bore for Attachment Bolts X4
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Dog Hole Strip

Front Apron

Bench Top

After completing the glue up of the dog hole strip and excavating the cavity in the bench top, glue
the dog hole assembly to the bench top making sure the slot length is correct. When this is done the
front apron may be glued to the dog hole strip. Temporarily install the end cap to make sure the
front apron is aligned with the bench top. NOTE: If you are dovetailing the end cap to the front apron
that sub-assembly will have to be completed first and then attached to the bench top.
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Ensure that the slot width
is a consisten width for the

entire length when installing
the end cap.

Assemble the end cap to the bench top assembly. Make sure the slot for the dog block is
a consistent width or you may have binding or excessive play.
Build the dog block next based on the drawings on the next 3 pages. Mill the cavity for the
dog and then glue on a 3/8" thick cap. Once the dog block assembly is complete fit it in
the slot in the bench top and make sure there is enough clearance in the slot to slide
freely but not too much to make it sloppy. Once you are happy with the fit then drill the
dog block mounting and locating holes.
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Add additional material to the top of the dog
block and plane flush with benchtop after fitting

2°
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Install the two steel dowel pins into the 1/4" drilled holes in the dog block.
They should be a light press fit into the block. You can tap them in with a
hammer or press them in with a C-clamp or vise. They should protrude 1/4"
from the surface of the dog block.
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Dog Block

Steel dowel pins (2)



1/4  X 1-3/4 long hex head bolt (2)

1/4  Flat Washer (2)

1/4  lock washer (2)

Align the dowel pins in the dog block with the hole and slot in the VX21 assembly and
fasten the dog block to the VX21 assembly with 1/4" bolts, lock washers and washers
as shown. Use a 7/16" socket wrench to tighten securely.

VX21 assembly

Dog block
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VX21 Assembly Mounted
To Dog Block

Rear Bearing

Clamp Shaft

Front Bearing

The following steps will align the clamp shaft and dog block so
that the dog block will freely travel in the dog block slot. Place
blocks under the bench top so you will be able to slide the dog
block back and forth.
Temporarily place the Dog Block mounted to the VX21
assembly into the dog block slot as shown. Also place the rear
bearing in the cavity about 1/4" from the rear of the cavity.
Insert the clamp shaft through the hole in the end cap and
through the VX21 assembly and into the hole in the rear
bearing You may have to align some of the VX21 internal
components by using your finger to get the shaft through if the
internal parts have shifted during shipping. Place the front
bearing over the clamp shaft, center it visually in the hole in the
end cap and clamp to the end cap with a small C clamp.
With the dog block positioned in the dog block slot as shown,
center the dog block in the slot. One way to do this is to put
paper shims on each side of the dog block. Once you have the
dog block centered make sure the rear bearing is 1/4" away
from the rear of the cavity and use a transfer punch to mark the
rear bearing mounting hole locations. You can also use a 7/32"
drill bit to do this. Move the rear bearing out of the way and drill
the two mounting holes 9/64" diameter and 1" deep. Now install
the rear bearing using the two #10 X 2-1/2" long wood screws.
Make sure the rear bearing is aligned so the clamp shaft can
turn freely.

1
4
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Slide the dog block toward the end cap and
observe the top of the dog block relative to the
top of the work bench. The dog block should not
rise or fall as it travels back and forth. If it does
adjust the front bearing up or down until there is
no rise or fall of the dog block as it traverses
back and forth.
Now position the dog block as shown and make
sure it is centered in the dog block slot. The front
bearing should now be positioned properly. Use
a 7/32" diameter transfer punch or drill bit to
mark the front bearing mounting hole locations.
Drill 1/8" diameter holes 1" deep at the two
marked locations.Install the front bearing using
two #8 X 1-1/2" washer head screws. Check to
make sure the dog block slides freely and does
not rise or fall. Adjust the front bearing until the
dog block slides back and forth correctly. There
is enough play between the front bearing
mounting holes and the mounting screws to
allow slight adjustments if needed. You are now
ready for the final assembly of the vise.
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A

DETAIL A
SCALE 1:1

Shaft Collar

Thin Thrust Washer

Thick Thrust Washer

Place the thick thrust washer, the thin thrust washer and the shaft collar onto the clamp shaft as
shown above. Slide the clamp shaft through the VX21 assembly and towards the rear bearing.
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B
DETAIL B

SCALE 1:2

Key

Key Retainer

Retainer Mounting Screw (2)

3/32 " Hex Key Wrench

Place the key into the keyway slot in the clamp shaft and align it with the keyway in the threaded
collar as shown above. Slide the key into the threaded collar and place the key retainer onto the
shaft aligning the mounting holes in the key retainer with the threaded holes in the base of the
VX21 assembly. Use the 3/32" hex key wrench to thread the screws into the mounting holes.
Tighten both screws securely. Slide the clamp shaft into the rear bearing.

 Threaded Collar
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C

DETAIL C
SCALE 1:2

Shaft Collar

Front Bearing

Handwheel

Quick Release Pin

Place the handwheel (or whatever handle option you chose)
onto the clamp shaft and align the cross hole. Insert the quick
release pin into the hole to secure the handwheel to the shaft.
Push the shaft collar towards the end cap while pushing the
handwheel against the front bearing. Tighten the shaft collar
securely to the shaft using a hex key wrench (not included). You
want to have minimal end play in this assembly but don't make
the shaft collar so tight to the thrust washers that resistance is
felt when turning.

Thrust Washers
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Bench Leg
Apron End Cap

Dog Block With Round
Bench Dog

Slab Bench Top

The VX21 wagon vise is well suited to use on a slab type bench as shown above. On bench
tops thicker than 2-1/2" you should excavate a cavity similar to the cavity shown on the split
top type bench. The slab type bench will require an end cap that is fastened to the bench
top with fasteners that will allow the slab to expand and contract freely with seasonal
changes in humidity to prevent cracking of the slab top. Additionally, an apron should be
added to the front of the bench to give additional support to the end cap to resist the
clamping forces that are exerted against the end cap. This apron may be glued to the bench
top if desired since wood movement is not an issue betwee these two parts.  The end cap
may be a rectanguar design instead of the releived type end cap shown. The dog block
shown on the above design is 1-1/2" thick and uses standard 3/4" round bench dogs.

VX21 Wagon Vise Installation In A Slab Type Bench Top
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A

BC

BEARING SETBACK (A), SLOT LENGTH (B) & MAX. DOG HOLE SPACING (C)

OPTION* A B C
5" ROUND PROFILE

HANDWHEEL 16-1/16" 16-1/8" 11-1/4"
6" SQUARE PROFILE

HANDWHEEL 15-7/8" 15-15/16" 11-1/16"
WOODEN HUB & HANDLE 15-3/8" 14-7/16" 10-9/16"

The slot length (B) shown below is a
maximum dimension. This dimension
may be decreased if desired. If the slot
length is decreased the maximum dog
hole spacing (C) must be decreased by
a like amount. The maximum dog hole
spacing dimension ensures that all
workpiece dimensions can be
accomodated between the dogs. This
dimension may be smaller than the
maximum if desired.
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* All options shown are with a 1-3/4" thick end cap - adjust for thicker end cap.
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1/8 Drill X 1 Deep X2

1-1/8 Drill Through

End Cap Layout
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Notes:
1. The 3 holes on the right side for mounting the end cap to the bench top should be slotted or
oversize to allow for seasonal wood movement.
2. The end cap should be located vertically with biscuits, Dominoes or mortise & tennon (not
shown).

Dog Block
Slot
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Round Dog Block Layout
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NOTE: Supplied mounting bolts
will have to be shortened by
1/4"
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